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SMK VILNIUS
campus location
Address: Kalvariju street 137E, 08211 Vilnius
Getting by bus: 1G; 10; 26; 34 bus stop „Pramogu Arena“
Bolt, Taxi



MAIN FACTS 
ABOUT SMK

SMK is the largest private higher
education institution in Lithuania.

Campuses in 3 main cities: Vilnius
– Kaunas – Klaipeda.



GETTING TO VILNIUS
AIR – BUS – CAR



GO GREEN! Arrive to Vilnius by bus

International bus routes offered by

https://luxexpress.eu/ https://www.eurolines.lt/en https://ecolines.net/ https://global.flixbus.com/

Choose to travel with low-emissions means of transport, thus helping to reduce the carbon and 
environmental footprints of your mobility activity.



TRAVEL BY PLANE

Getting to and from Vilnius couldn’t be easier. The city’s international airport
Vilnius Airport operates direct flights to Europe’s main cities, with flight times
of only three hours or less.

Currently, more than 15 airlines offer direct flights to more than 40
destinations from Vilnius International Airport. And the airport is only a 15-
minute taxi ride from the center.

Getting to and from the airport is easy
Once you have arrived at the airport, getting to the city center couldn’t be
easier. The airport is only a 15-minute ride to the city center by bus or taxi,
and by train it’s only 7 minutes to the city’s railway station.

Check for more information at https://www.govilnius.lt/plan-your-
trip/arrival/planes



Getting around Vilnius

Vilnius is perfectly sized for getting around. The city also boasts a modern and 
integrated public transportation infrastructure, and you’ll find that there are trolley buses 

and buses connecting every corner of the city.

One of the first things you need to do when you get to Vilnius is to install the Trafi app 
on your phone.

Trafi – the main platform for using public transport and more. This all-in-one app will 
give you live traffic and public transport updates and info, helping you  choose the 

fastest way to your destination every time. From public transport, car (integrated 
platforms like “City Bee” and “Spark”) and bike sharing, to taxis, Trafi covers everything, 

and you can even use it to buy tickets for public transport!

Download the app from App Store or Google Play.

Visit www.trafi.com

You can also use Bolt App which is an equivalent to Uber and will help you to get 
around the city in and easy, fast and cheap way.



ACCOMODATION IN VILNIUS



Booking accomodation

To book your accomodation use Booking or Airbnb, where 
you will find a variety of wonderful places to stay while in 

Vilnius.

Some recommended hotels in or near the Vilnius Old Town:
Holiday Inn Vilnius****

ibis Vilnius Centre***
Corner Hotel***



ABOUT VILNIUS



VILNIUS: unexpectedly amazing

Vilnius is the capital of Lithuania and thus home to the country’s President, Seimas, Government and Supreme Court.
Diplomatic missions, as well as educational, cultural, financial, research, and healthcare institutions are based here.

Vilnius is an outstanding example of a medieval foundation which exercised a profound influence on architectural and cultural
developments in a wide area of Eastern Europe over several centuries.

The magical Old Town of Vilnius holds many secrets and a long history. The cobblestone streets lead you on a romantic walk
through the UNESCO World Heritage site.

There’s plenty to see in Vilnius, but if you have more time on your hands, a day-trip will open up new horizons. There are
various daytrip options depending on your interests, but one common feature is that they’re all relatively close by and easily
accessible.

Just a 30-minute trip from Vilnius, the Town of Trakai is home to a stunning fairy tale view of a castle in the middle of a lake. The
Kernavė Archaeological Site, a UNESCO World Heritage Site in the valley of the Neris River, will transport you to prehistoric
and medieval ages.



Where to eat in Vilnius

Here you will find some places in Vilnius, 
where you may enjoy your coffee, brunch, 
have lunch or go for dinner: 
https://www.govilnius.lt/visit-
vilnius/gastronomy



WORTH YOUR ATTENTION WHILE IN VILNIUS

Check the following link to make your visit more interesting and explore must see 
sights while in Vilnius:

https://www.govilnius.lt/visit-vilnius/places/most-loved-places



LETS’S MEET IN VILNIUS!


